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Navigate new horizons in a hand-crafted phinisi or 

traditional teak cruiser, surrounded by marine life 
unique to these waters. Sail the high seas, weave your 

way among Unesco protected islands and discover                 

landscapes few are ever privy to. 

A REVĪVŌ Wellness Cruise is a rare chance to                                    

commandeer your own retreat – our 2 flagship vessels 

are exclusive to passengers, promising total privacy on a 

tailor-made adventure. Our Wellness Cruises take place 

only a few times each year and are timed for the finest 

weather in each region. 

Our itineraries wellness programs are flexible and can be 

adjusted to accommodate changeable weather conditions. 

REVĪVŌ WELLNESS CRUISE
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A UNIQUE RETREAT

Navigate new horizons while you work your way through 

a range of diving & water activities, yoga, meditation, 

fitness classes, body spa treatments and a tailor-made 

nutrition plan as you check-in and enjoy the “Diving & 

Mind Training Retreat”. REVĪVŌ Wellness Cruises offers 

the best of a wellness retreat on a luxury boat thanks to a 

team of experts who will make sure you reconnect with 

your inner self. 

A PERSONALISED ITINERARY

 

From the length of the trip to the chosen experiences, 

itineraries are flexible and curated. New routes are creat-

ed for returning guests, and special requests are accom-

modated whenever possible. 

ELEGANT ACCOMMODATION 

Cabins aboard the REVĪVŌ Wellness Cruise are as                

spacious and elegant as a REVĪVŌ resort suite, promising 

every comfort, combined with ever-changing views. 
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   THE EXPEDITION INCLUSIONS

   

• Bespoke Wellness Retreat Program prepared by our Wellness 

Coach nutritionist to fit each personal needs.

• Classes & activities every day: Yoga, Meditation, Fitness, 

Pilates, TRX, Diving (for certified divers), trekking, beach 

excursions,  paddle boarding, kayaking.

• One SPA Treatment per day per adult.

• All meals and non-alcoholic beverages: each menu is       

tailored-made depending on your nurtritional needs .

• Airport transfers & Fast Track Immigration.

• Minimum of 6 nights on the boat and possibility to stay at 

REVĪVŌ Nusa Dua prior or after your cruise.
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REVĪVŌ BOATS 

Embark on a beautiful journey to discover the Pacific Ocean 

on our selection of 2 cruises: the REVĪVŌ 3-Cabin Boat and the 

REVĪVŌ 5-Cabin Boat. Each boat features world-class diving 

equipment, spacious outdoor spaces and a healthy gourmet 

kitchen. Throughout your voyage, dive into a holistic approach 

to wellness integrating fitness, spa therapies and nutritious 

meals to help you achieve your personal goals while you                  

discover the hidden beauties of Indonesia.
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3-Cabin Boat

Our 3-Cabin Boat is a 86 feet long Eco-friendly sailing             

vessel that was launched in 2017. The boat features three 

suites with en-suite bathrooms, a spacious great room, a 

sky deck, and a gourmet healthy kitchen. 

One of the suite offers a King size bed, not convertible. The 

other two suites are equipped with King size beds that can 

be converted into two twins. An extra bed is available upon 

request. On the upper deck, there is outdoor dining tables 

and convertible sun lounges. With a total crew of 10 people 

to make the guests crew the safest and the most enjoyable. 

Our cruise applies a sustainability concept on board is their 

own fresh water, and they don’t use any plastic. All fuel 

and water tanks are USCG certified, custom made in the 

USA, ensuring that there  is no fuel and waste smell. No salt          

water is being used on board including for bilge and waste. 

It is 100% self-made fresh water with a sea recovery system 

installed onboard. Since they make their own fresh water, 

they never purchased fresh water from shore to avoid 

hygiene issue.
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6-NIGHT REVĪVŌ WELLNESS CRUISE
 

Price Starting From               USD

1 Cabin, 2 pax                               68,000

2 Cabins, 4 pax                              73,000

3 Cabins, 6 pax                              78,000

6-NIGHT REVĪVŌ WELLNESS CRUISE 
& 2-NIGHT REVĪVŌ WELLNESS RESORT 

(Second night is complimentary)

Price Starting From                                    USD                                                                        

1 Cabin + 1 Suite, 2 pax                                68,800

2 Cabins + 2 Suites, 4 pax                          74,600

3 Cabins + 3 Suites, 6 pax                          80,400

* All prices are subject to 11% government tax and 10% service 
charge. Flights and alcoholic beverages are not included in 
the rates.
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5-Cabin Boat

Our 5-Cabin Boat is an exceptional 40 metre traditional 

sailing yacht, combining luxury and adventure on a classic 

phinisi, built with iron-wood and steel. 

The beautiful master cabin is located on the upper deck 

of the yacht with its own viewing deck affording privacy. 

The lower deck boasts four, equally elegant guest rooms 

with private en-suite facilities. All cabins are equipped with            

en-suite bathroom with ceramic sink, an electric WC,

nonslip mosaic flooring and eco-friendly toiletries as well as 

hot and cold pressurized water system.

There are four sun loungers, a dining deck with spacious deck 

beds and a large chill out area at the rear on the top deck 

area. The crew of 14 people will make sure every guest has a 

truly unforgettable experience. Enjoy an exquisite healthy 

breakfast, then go snorkeling/diving, venture out on the ten-

der to explore small islands and search for local       wildlife - 

or just relax in the shade and enjoy a meditation class. After 

lunch, you can also do waterski, wakeboard, fish, and even 

do some hiking or more yoga. Witness the         beauty and 

awe of the sunset with our tropical  cocktails, enjoy bonfires 

on the beach or stargaze with under the clear night sky.
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6-NIGHT REVĪVŌ WELLNESS CRUISE 
 

Price Starting From                              USD
  

1 Cabin, 2 pax                                          72,000

2 Cabins, 4 pax                                          76,000

3 Cabins, 6 pax                                          80,000

4 Cabins, 8 pax                                          83,000

5 Cabins, 10 pax                                          86,000

6-NIGHT REVĪVŌ WELLNESS CRUISE 
& 2-NIGHT REVĪVŌ WELLNESS RESORT 

(Second night is complimentary)

Price Starting From                              USD

1 Cabin + 1 Suite, 2 pax                                  72,800

2 Cabins + 2 Suites, 4 pax                             77,600

3 Cabins + 3 Suites, 6 pax                             82,400

4 Cabins + 4 Suites, 8 pax                            87,700

5 Cabins + 5 Suites, 10 pax                           91,500
 

* All prices are subject to 11% government tax and 10% service charge. 
Flights and alcoholic beverages are not included in the rates.
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THE DIFFERENT EXPEDITIONS

Explore an ocean oasis of beauty and biodiversity in 
our exclusive selection of expeditions around the 
seas of Indonesia. Board one of our two Wellness 
Cruises and dip into the warm tropical waters of Raja 
Ampat, Komodo, Banda, Alor or Kaimana

For each following itineraries, you can add extra 
nights at our elegant REVĪVŌ wellness resort in Nusa 
Dua before and or after your expedition inquire us 
for more details.

Best times to sail:

Jan-Mar: Raja Ampat, Kaimana
Apr-Jun: Komodo, Kaimana
Jul-Sep: Komodo , Alor
Oct-Dec: Banda Sea, Raja Ampat
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Raja Ampat is comprised of 600 islands contained within an area of 

40,000 km2 / 15,444 miles2, which is 7 times the size of the “Island of 

Gods”, Bali. The most beautiful beaches and most exciting dive and 

or snorkeling sites are only accessible by sea. There is no better way to 

travel to see them than by sailing on a luxury wooden yacht. Experience         

something truly majestic from forgotten cultures to vibrant soft corals 

and extraordinary fish on the richest reefs on earth.

Begin your own journey!

RAJA AMPAT EXPEDITION

Sorong

Wayag

Waigeo

DAY 1/7DAY 2 DAY 3

DAY 4/5

DAY 6

Raja ampat map
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RAJA AMPAT ITINERARY EXAMPLE
(SIX NIGHTS)

DAY 1: SORONG
Start your journey heading to the hidden beauties of Paynemo. Spend the 
afternoon doing holistic activities in front of the majestic beauty of the 
Island, or relaxing at the SPA. In the evening, enjoy quiet time dining in 
front of an awesome sunset and take time to rest as the cruise takes you to 
Paynemo. 

DAY 2: PAYNEMO
Towering karsts seem like rising from the bottom of the ocean. Fringed 
palms trees are covering the karst, in contrast with the turquoise lagoons 
and deep blue waters are in stark colors. Start your journey by taking a 
15-minute hike up at Paynemo Peak, where you will be able to see a breath-
taking 360-degree view of an island-studded sea. Explore these calm
waters by Kayak and if you are lucky you will see turtles, parrotfish,                       na-
poleon in the lagoon and hearing birds chirping on the islands. 

DAY 3: KABUY & HIDDEN BAY
As you enter Kabuy Bay’s mangrove  you will hear birds chirping on the 
trees and fishes dancing under our speedboat. At the lagoon, you will find 
thousands of purple or light orange stingless jellyfish dancing below the 
water, a show not found anywhere else on earth.

DAY 4: WAYAG
Begin your morning hiking at the Mount Pindito for an amazing overview 
of the islands. In the afternoon, swim with baby sharks, enjoy spa safaris at 
the beach and do yoga and meditation on board.

DAY 5: WAYAG
Explore the small islands of Wayag in a a kayak while you hear the gentle 
sounds of nature from bird singing to dancing fish. End up your day 
practising yoga in front of a magical sunset, just before having your NŪTRIŌ 
dinner under the stars. 

DAY 6: SAWANDEREK & FRIWIN
Relax on a beach listening to waves crushing to the shores. Spend the 
morning diving next to sweetlips, surgeonfish, fusilier, giant napoleon, 
giant trevally, octopus, and giant clamps. Explore giant coconut crabs   liv-
ing on coconut trees and work your way through a menu of yoga and fit-
ness classes on board. As we sail, a school of Dolphins may be swimming 
along the yacht. 

DAY 7: SORONG: DISEMBARKATION
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KOMODO EXPEDITION

The Komodo National Park – a remote, spectacularly beautiful part of the 

Indonesian archipelago just two days sailing from Bali – is famous for its 

wildlife, both on land and in the sea. The Park consists of 29 arid islands 

with a total population of just 4,000. Komodo and Rinca islands are      

perhaps best known for the Komodo dragon – the world’s largest land 

reptile, growing to three metres in length.

A short trek will allow you to encounter the Dragon in its remote savannah 

habitat, or we can approach to within just a few meters on our zodiacs. 

Komodo island also teems with monkeys, water buffalo, and numerous 

tropical birds.

Underwater, the park is amazingly rich in marine life, making it among of 

the world’s top dive-sites –  from easy, sheltered dives across pristine coral 

reefs, to the fierce currents and effusion of marine life of Batu Bolong.

Whilst there are standard boat charters widely available in Komodo, 

REVĪVŌ offers this destination as part of wider voyages around the 

Savu Sea or on to Bali. 

Bima

Sumbawa Besar

Sangeang

Banta

Komodo Flores

Rinca

Lawa Laut

Labuan Bajo

DAY 1

DAY 2

DAY 3

DAY 4

DAY 5
DAY 6

DAY 7

komodo map
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KOMODO ITINERARY EXAMPLE 
(SIX NIGHTS)

DAY 1: BIMA
Start your journey by sailing to Sangeang Island, where you will see one of 
the most active volcanoes in the region - Sangeang Api volcano. In the 
afternoon, enjoy your free time to work your way through a menu of yoga, 
meditation and fitness activities before exploring a deep-sea fishing                  ex-
pedition.
 

DAY 2 : SANGEANG ISLAND
This might be your first experience diving on the seabed of an active 
volcano. When eruptions occur, tons of hot lava flows directly into the 
ocean. As a result, magical and mystical underwater life evolves. As you 
descend to the black volcanic sandy bottom, bubbles and colorful sea life 
will welcome to you to explore even more. There are several excellent dive 
sites you can explore: Black Magic, Deep Purple, Black Forest, Critter Crack 
and Hot Rocks. 

DAY 3: BANTA ISLAND
Banta Island is a submerged volcano in the midway point between the 
west, Sumbawa Besar Island and the east, Flores Island. Here divers can 
observe practically all species of fish (including pelagic fish and reef sharks), 
while corals beautifully decorate the sandy bottom. You will have the 
option to choose between 3 different diving sites: Tanjung Rasa, Highway 
to Heaven or Star Wars. Take the afternoon to relax with your 
daily SPA treatment and practise holistic activities for your body, mind & 
soul. 

DAY 4: LAWA LAUT ISLAND
Wake up surrounded by the beauty of Lawa Laut scenic landscape: 
dramatic savannah hills surrounded by crystal clear turquoise waters. 
Spend the day working your way through holistic, fitness, diving & water 
activities and enjoying your daily SPA treatment. 

DAY 5: RINCA ISLAND
This island is famous for its population of Komodo dragons, giant lizards 
that can measure up to 3 meters long. Go on a trekking adventure on a 
quest to meet the Komodo Dragon face to face. In your way, you will also 
be able to meet other species such as wild boar, deer, monkeys and water 
buffaloes. To ensure your safety, the island tour will be led by one of the 
Park Rangers who is familiar with the dragons. 

DAY 6: KOMODO ISLAND
Komodo is an island of stark contrasts. The west skyline is dominated by 
Ara Mountain, while the ancient volcanic cones of Ntodo Klea stand out 
in the east. In between the darkgreen highland lies the wild Lontar palm 
trees and Zizipus savanna of Loh Liang and Loh Kalo. Under its blue
waters, the convergence of warm and cold currents breeds nutritious 
thermal climes, rip tides and whirlpools that attract large schools of                           
pelagic, from dolphins and sharks to manta rays and blue whales. The 
pristine corals and fishy sights make it one of the best diving destinations 
on earth.

DAY 7: LABUAN BAJO
On our way back to the Labuan Bajo, we will stop at Sebayur, an island 
known for its sandy beach where we will be able to practise holistic                  
activities and relax before dropping you at the airport.
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BANDA SEA EXPEDITION

The Banda Sea stretches from Sulawesi in the west to Tual and on to Papua 

New Guinea in the East, Banda Sea itineraries can begin with cruising 

east from Sulawesi into the Savu Sea. Your private luxury yacht charter 

beginning in the center of the Banda Sea will take you to the remote 

Banda Islands, the centre of the spice trade – the foundations of the 16th 

Century Portuguese and then Dutch Empires in Indonesia.

Until the 19th century the Spice Islands were the world’s sole source of 

nutmeg and mace – then worth more gram-for-gram than gold, and 

were fiercely fought over for the spice trade. The remnants of the rich 

history of empire and the Spice Islands is seen in the charming Dutch 

colonial houses and crumbling forts of Banda Neira.

These islands offer adventure, deserted beaches and great diving expe-
riences amidst the striking volcanic islands.

banda sea map
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BANDA ITINERARY EXAMPLE
(SIX NIGHTS)

DAY 1: AMBON
As we sail to Nusa Laut, spend the day enjoying your daily SPA treatments, 
holistic and fitness activities on board. 

DAY 2: NUSA LAUT
Lying to the east of Ambon, the island of Nusa Laut possesses some stun-
ning hard coral seascapes. Take a visual journey and learn a little about 
some of the most beautiful coral reefs. End up your day with a sunset med-
itation class followed by a relaxing treatment.

DAY 3: GUNUNG API
Wake up to the sounds of frigatebirds in Gunung Api Island, an island named 
from the dormant volcano that dominates its landscape. Right at the foot 
of the active volcano Gunung Api, you’ll discover a snorkel site named “Lava 
Flow”. After its last eruption in 1988, its flow of lava went into the ocean and 
devastated the whole reef underneath the surface. This lead to one of the 
most spectacular hard coral reefs on earth. 

DAY 4: BANDA NEIRA
Spend the morning exploring Banda Neira, what was once the global 
center of the trade in nutmeg and mace, as the Bandas Islands were the 
only source of these valuable spices until the mid-19th century. In the           
afternoon, swing by the colonial town of Banda Neira to discover its 
colorful markets and its nutmeg plantations. 

DAY 5: NEIRA
There is no better way than waking up to a NŪTRIŌ breakfast in front of 

Gunung Api Banda. In the afternoon, we will take you to snorkelling in front 

of Des Alwi’s old hotel to gaze at the stunning Mandarin fish. End your day 

enjoying holistic treatments for the mind, body and spirit. 

DAY 6: BANDA BESAR
Banda Besar is the largest island in the archipelago. It covers by dense trop-

ical forest where it has plenty of rainfall to grow Nutmeg, Kenari, and Cin-

namon. As you walk on the 313 stairways of Lonthoir Village, 

discover Kelly Plantation where centuries-old, kenari trees towering 

protectively over a nutmeg grove. Visit a vibrant local fish market and 

explore an old nutmeg plantation tour, where you will have a beautiful 

Bandanese lunch under the shade of 400-year-old kenari trees. Meet the 

locals and join them on their distinctive cultural traditions  and 

ceremonies, which are frequent and colorful. 

DAY 7: NEIRA / AMBON
Wake up in the lushness of Ambon with a NŪTRIŌ breakfast. After that, our 

crew will drive you to the airport. 
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ALOR EXPEDITION

The Alor Archipelago is composed of multiple islands, with the main one, 

Alor island, Indonesia having the same namesake as the archipelago. Alor 

island is home to the capital and main provincial city, Kalabahi, the only 

town in the region offering some facilities to the independent traveler, 

although Alor island accommodation options are rather basic and limited, 

unless you stay at dive resorts.

         

Still, few travelers come here for the tourist facilities. Alor island,                          

Indonesia and the Alor archipelago are home to some of the best             
scuba diving experiences in all of Indonesia, as well as some gorgeous 

unspoilt beaches and fascinating raw scenery. Indeed, the rural parts of 

Athe island feel as though they have been forgotten by the rest of the 

world, and although Alor island, Indonesia may be obscure, Alor island 

diving is well-known among diving enthusiasts in Indonesia.

AMBON

DAMAR

WETAR 
ISLAND

ALOr

DAY 2

DAY 3

DAY 4

DAY 5

DAY 6

BANDA 
ISLAND

DAY 7

DAY 1

HATTAT 
ISLAND

BANDA NERIA

GUNUNG API

alor map
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ALOR ITINERARY EXAMPLE
(SIX NIGHTS)

DAY 1: ALOR
Alor is an isolated archipelago where its myth, culture and wilderness are 
lost in time. There are many traditional Alor villages to explore which are 
only accessible by foot. Visit a traditional market and the 1000 Moko 
Museum, and enjoy holistic treatments and activities on board.  

DAY 2: WETAR ISLAND
You will start your morning with a dive at Nunukae Cape on the west side 
of Wetar. The ridge drops vertically to more than 40 meters/130 feet and 
you will see the giant Napoleon Wrasse and immense table corals 
gardens. After a fresh NŪTRIŌ lunch, we will set sail for one hour to the 
small Island of Reong in the north-west side of Wetar. Reong Island its 
known for its white sandy beaches surrounded by turquoise water, the 
perfect scenario to practise meditation or yoga while waiting for the 
sunset. 

DAY 3: GUNUNG API ISLAND
Wake up to the sounds of frigatebirds in Gunung Api Island, an island 
named from the dormant volcano that dominates its landscape. Right 
at the foot of the active volcano Gunung Api, you’ll discover a snorkel site 
named “Lava Flow”. After its last eruption in 1988, its flow of lava went into 
the ocean and devastated the whole reef underneath the surface. This lead 
to one of the most spectacular hard coral reefs on earth. 

DAY 4: DAMAR ISLAND
Damar is shaped like a dinosaur’s head with a brilliant green landscape 
that surrounds the Wuarlili volcano. The island appears almost magical as 
it emits discrete clouds of sulfur from the Natarweru crater. Spend your day 
exploring the island and working your way through holistic activities for 
your mind, body & spirit. 

DAY 5: HATTA ISLAND
Today, Hatta Island is famous for its fine white sandy beaches and crystal 
clear water full of sea life. It makes an ideal place for scuba diving and/or 
snorkeling. The deep waters that isolate the Banda Islands make it an ideal 
place for pelagic or “big fish” sightings. You will see various sharks cruising 
by including hammerheads, threshers and silvertip sharks. Schools of giant 
trevally, chevron barracuda and Bluefin trevally hunt here in large schools. 
As a bonus, you may see eagle rays or “mobula” which sometimes fly in for-
mation up to 30 strong.

DAY 6: BANDA NEIRA
The cone-shaped Banda Gunung Api will welcome you to the heart of Ban-
da Archipelago. This is also home to an amazing variety of birds including 
shearwaters, terns, frigates and red-tailed tropical birds. Start your day with 
some island exploration where you will visit a museum with old colonial 
paintings. Afterwards, walk in the Dutch old town area which is now the 
center of the Bandanaira town.

DAY 7: AMBON
During your last day, you will visit Ai, a small island in between Bandanaira 
and Run. After that,  dive and/or snorkel in Tanjung Batu Payong or “Um-
brella Stone Cape” on the west coast of Pulau Ai. Its water offer an expansive 
shallow reef where hard coral fields are interspersed with soft corals and 
anemones. 
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KAIMANA EXPEDITION

Cenderawasih Bay, Raja Ampat, and Triton Bay are known as Bird’s 
Head of Papua-the epicenter of the Coral Triangle. It is the world’s most             

biodiverse marine ecosystem. Triton Bay is part of the Kaimana Marine 

Protected Area encompasses 6,000 square km (2,300 square miles) 

and is located in West Papua Province, Indonesia. While most people 

go north to Cenderawasih Bay to see the largest fish in the world, “The 

Whale shark”, we sail south to Kaimana Bay.

Kaimana is part of a Sea Conservation Area in West Papua. Butterflies 

in the surrounding forest of Karora are reported to be on the brink of              

extinction due to logging in the district.

Whales such as Bryde’s Whales can be seen in nearby waters such as in 

the Triton Bay.

Despite the secluded location, it is a worthy spot to spend the next holiday!
Namatote

Triton Bay

Kaimana

Papisoi

Saruenus

DAY 1/7

DAY 6

DAY 5

DAY 2

DAY 3

DAY 4

Mommon

KAIMANA map
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KAIMANA ITINERARY EXAMPLE
(SIX NIGHTS)

DAY 1: KAIMANA & AIDUMA ISLAND
Enjoy scuba diving in the waters of Aiduma Island, famous for its black 
coral forest covered with glass fish. At the end of your dive, you might 
spot a 4-meter-long wobbegong shark that habitually rests on the east 
side. In the afternoon, relax with holistic activities for your mind, body & 
spirit on  board. 

DAY 2: AIDUMA & SARUENUS ISLAND
Discover and dive in Orange Rock , a place with more uni-colored 
orange soft corals filled with countless species of tropical fish from anthias to 
fusiliers. Discover the ancient rock art as you approach the limestone wall 
near the island. End your night with a beautiful NŪTRIŌ dinner on the is-
land. Our chef will serve you “Archipelago Cuisine” inspired by the unique 
spices found throughout the country.

DAY 3: TRITON BAY
The shadow of 1000-meter tall peaks of West Papua Mainland will 
welcome you to the Lagoon of Triton Bay. Triton bay is famous for its         en-
demic species such as flasher wrasse, dottyback, jawfish, damselfish, walk-
ing shark and the latest discovery of Parachielinus Nursalim. You can dive 
in several dive sites; Caldera, White Rock and Black Forest

DAY 4: MAI-MAI & NAMATOTE
Snorkel and/or f ree-dive with the whale sharks and observe one of 
Papua’s most impressive displays of rock art by kayaking. Spend the rest 
of the day practising yoga, pilates and enjoying your daily SPA treatment. 

DAY 5: PAPISOI CAPE
Trekking a half day deep into the rainforest of West Papua will be reward-
ed by feeling the splash of the fresh water of a 75 meter (246 feet) Papisoi 
waterfall. If you get lucky, you will be able to see wild animals such as the 
Papua pigmy kangaroo, deers, wild pigs, pigeons and doves of Papua. You 
might also spot the bird of paradise and the giant cassowary. In the after-
noon, you will have enough time to relax and enjoy your daily SPA treat-
ment. 

DAY 6: MOMMON 
Located in a very remote area, on the mainland of West Papua, Mommon 
Bay exemplifies the lushness of Kaimana Regency. We will go to West Pap-
ua Mainland where you can go for birding, wild animal exploration on a 
Kayak before a beach picnic. Enjoy holistic and water activities in the 
Tiki-Tiki Waterfall. Swim in a cave connecting to the shallow sea and 
explore the jungle.

DAY 7: KAIMANA
Wake up in a beautiful lush landscape of Kaimana and explore the Fish 
Market, enjoy a cooking class with recipes you can bring home. 
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MISOOL EXPEDITION

Misool Island is a remote, tropical hideaway, one of four largest islands in 

the Raja Ampat archipelago, world renowned dive destination in the 

province of West Papua. Located off the west coast of the main island 

of Papua, directly bordering the Seram Sea, the waters are a veritable      

traffic lane for many large sea creatures, including whales.

The crystal clear turquoise sea-waters allow spectacular views of Misool’s 

sub-surface colorful treasures even when still aboard your boat. The sea 

gardens of Raja Ampat hold 75 percent of all known species of corals 

and ornamental fish in the world, and boast the highest level of marine 

biodiversity on the planet.

The rare beaches on Misool are pure white sand, fringed with coconut 

trees leading out to the stunningly turquoise waters. Aside from the en-

chanting panoramic scenery and wealth of marine life, Misool is also 

home to ancient cultural sites. 

Sorong
Waigeo

DAY 1/7

DAY 2
DAY 3

DAY 4

DAY 5/6Misool

MISOOL MAP
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MISOOL ITINERARY EXAMPLE
(SIX NIGHTS)

DAY 1: SORONG 
Start your journey heading to the hidden beauties of Wayil. Spend the af-
ternoon doing holistic activities in front of the majestic beauty of the Island, 
or relaxing at the SPA. In the evening, enjoy quiet time dining in front of an 
awesome sunset and take time to rest.

DAY 2: WAYIL
Lines of coconut and lontar trees will welcome you to Wayil. Explore the 
multiple white sand beaches and the shallow lagoons. Spend the day 
diving these full of life waters, and practising yoga, meditation and water 
activities. 

DAY 3: FIABACET & KALIG
Fiabacet islands are two little islands east of Misool, famous for their 
incredible sea life. This area is covered with sea fan, table corals and soft 
coral. You will find tiny creatures such as pygmy seahorses, nudibranchs 
and flatworms. If you like wide-angle, you will be spoiled by school of 
fusiliers, butterfly fish, angelfish, grouper and damselfish as well as wrasse, 
parrotfish, surgeonfish, triggers, puffer fish and porcupine fish. It is the 
word’s aquarium.

DAY 4: YILLET
Explore Magic Mountain, a site that really lives up to its name. While div-
ing you may be able to spot manta rays, Napoleon Wrasse, patrolling white 
tip sharks and sheltering endemic Wobbegong “Carpet Shark” as well as big 
tunas and hunting trevally. You will have an opportunity to immerse yourself 
in one of the most impressive sites of Raja Ampat -Boo Windows -where 
every descent will surprise you.

DAY 5: DANPULOL
The wild territory of less visited peak in Raja Ampat is Danpulol, which is 
also known as Harfat Jaya Peak. It is one of the most visually breath-taking 
and captivating sites in Raja Ampat. The island is heavily forested, and at 
first sight reveals nothing but a thick green carpet of dense forests .Spend 
the day exploring this site secluded beaches and practising holistic activi-
ties for your mind, body & soul. 

DAY 6: DANPULOL
Explore the calm waters of Danpulol by Kayak, stand up paddle boarding, or 
one of our speedboats. Take a hike following the wooden stairs, once reach-
ing the summit it is clear that the lagoon has a heart shaped. 

DAY 7: SORONG: DISEMBARKATION
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For further information please contact:

Amy Leung 
Sales Manager

sales@revivoresorts.com

Contact us
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